
Exam Review - Electricity Unit

I. Fill in the blanks to describe how objects would interact using the words “attract”, “repel” or “do not
attract or repel”

a) Negatively charged pith ball and negatively charged rod repel
b) Neutral pith bail and neutral rod do ho-F aih-ucF or
c) Positively charged pith ball and neutral rod n*n c+
d) Negatively charged pith ball and positively charged rod aA4i-a c*

a) if aluminum is rubbed with fur, which one will be pwsikvely
charged? fr

b) if acetate is rubbed with wool, which one will be npthely
charged?__ wn )

c) If cotton is rubbed against glass, which one will lose
electrons?_______________________________

d) if gold is cleaned with a silk cloth, which one will gain
electrons? go 1 J

c\iay’n Ly Bnchon opposrlt chcatje &
Make the square negative and the circle neutral. Draw an arrow to show which y the electrons would
move.
What is the charge on the circle after touching the square? hej -b V’9 (
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4. Match the following terms to the definitions below: current, voltage, resistance, and energy. Theh
complete the rest of the table.

Term Definition Symbol Unit

V0 + e The force that moves electrons in a circuit. V Vo ItS ( v)

Bhery Thecapacitytodowork. F Joi1e t-t)
The rate at which electrons flow though a

Ct- ren+ circuit. Amps (A)
, The ability to slow the flow of electrons in a - Ok

1eSIS+ChCe circuit

5. Draw a circuit diagram with a 3 cell battery, a closed switch, and 2 light bulbs in series. Also add an
ammeter to your diagram to measure the current in the circuit.
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Use the electrostatic series below to answer the following questions:
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Acetate
Glass
Wool
Fur
Silk
Aluminum
Cotton
Ebonite
Gold i

(Strong hold on electrons)
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• If one light bulb burned out, what would happen to the other bulb?
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6. Draw a circuit diagram with 1 cell, a motor, and a light bulb in parallel. Add an open switch so that the
motor is turned off but the light still works. Draw a voltmeter across the light to measure the voltage
drop. (

7. A 3V baUeiy sends a current of 0.10 A through a light bulb. What is the resistance of ihe filament of the
light bulb?

r= o.IoA

8. Calculate the voltage drop across a load with a resistance of 500 0 that has a current of 1.4 A flowing
through it.

ts ]ooV.

= sooJt looV

9. Determine the percent efficiency of an electric motor that uses 15 000J of electrical energy to produce
11 500 S of useful mechanical energy.
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10. a) What is the purpose of circuit breakers and fuses?

•preven± +rcs “eItc+n’co) £w—,cç

b) How is a fuse different from a circuit breaker?
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11. Describe the difference between a conductor and an insulator, and give an example of each.
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